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regarded as the first major indian novel in english kanthapura is the story of how gandhi s struggle for independence came to a casteist south indian village young moorthy back from the city brimming with new
ideas seeks to cut across ancient barriers and unite the villagers in non violent action the story emerges through the eyes of a delightful old woman who comments on the villagers actions with sharp eyed wisdom
evoking the spirit of india s traditional folk epics seminar paper from the year 2008 in the subject indology grade 1 7 university of constance language english abstract raja rao s first novel kanthapura presents the
crucial historical events of the nineteen thirties the novel focuses on the villagers of kanthapura who participate in india s struggle for independence in this term paper the features of the novel will be elaborated it
will have a good look at the credibility of the novel kanthapura and at gandhi s influence on the villagers of kanthapura raja rao is an erudite scholar and an ennobling indian novelist in english his sensibility is
verily indian and presents a unified vision of life his creditable career as a novelist beginning with his first novel kanthapura 1938 spans over almost more than half a century the novel is a repository of the eventful
phases of indian s struggle for independence on gandhian lines the novel merits the distinction of being a paradigmatic text with the deft handling of myth and history the serpent and the rope 1960 renowned for
its metaphysical moorings is a compendium of the indian composite cultural complexities interacting as they do with the cross cultural and transactional influences the text holds out infinite possibilities for the
intending readers set out to undertake a serious study the cat and shakespeare 1965 comrade kirillov 1976 are intact with the solidity of an inbuilt structural irony and put up an amazing picture in an amusing
manner of the piquant situation obtaining all over india in the post independence period soon after the euphoria of independence struggle ceased to exercise its influence the study being selective is confined to socio
cultural aspects of life as reflected in the above texts contributed articles this volume consists of some of raja rao s short stories extracts of his novels and non fictions substantiated by an understanding of rao s history
politics and philosophy this collection of raja rao s short fiction traverses the entire span of his literary career these vibrant stories reveal his deep understanding of village life and his passion for india s freedom
struggle and showcase his experimentation with form and style they range from ones written by a struggling young writer to those of later years displaying a mature stylistic formalism raja rao is one of the
triumvirate of the pioneering indian novelists in english his contribution to the growth of the english novel in india is enormous each one of his novels is a trendsetter kanthapura for instance demonstrates how the
english language can be used to tell a typically indian story without violating the native speech rhythms and his the serpent and the rope gave a new direction to the indian novel in english by philosophising it his
range and vision transcend all barriers he used the fictional medium to portray his patriotic and philosophical concerns in a masterly way in this volume an attempt has been made to assess raja rao s novels and short
stories in terms of his philosophy vision style themes and techniques it is hoped that raja rao scholars across the globe will find the book irresistible this collection brings together some of the best and the most recent
international scholarship on raja rao word as mantra provides diverse critical as well as personal perspectives on raja rao the writer the teacher the philosopher and the man commemorating the coming of age of
indian english writing the book makes an in depth critical study of the fiction of raja rao it makes an illuminating elucidation of all the works of raja rao including kanthapura the serpent and the rope the
chessmaster and his moves and on the ganga ghat and other stories the present book follows raja rao s journey as a sadhaka through his fictional world basing each novel on a metaphysical principle the author traces
rao s voyage to a nameless state a bliss or union with the divine essays raja rao b 1909 indo english novelist the book presents raja rao s fic tional world from a refreshingly new perspective it offers a compre hensive
account of the philosophi cal content in his novels and traces the patterns of interaction between indian metaphysical tradition and the culture of the west dr dayal shows how raja rao has developed his vedantic
tantric weltenschauung through absorption of similar motifs propounded by certain prominent western writers the study of this twin insemination dealt in depth and subtlety makes a significant contribution to
indo english scho larship contributed articles on 20th century english fiction indian english literature has established its credentials all over the world still some pointed posers concerning the impact of
multiculturality and the choice of english as a medium on the warp and woof of indian english literature have to be confronted and analysed threadbare not merely in theory but also through the elucidation of some
key texts from this perspective the present volume is devoted to this critical endeavour the volume comprises scholarly studies of the works of kamala das mulk raj anand raja rao arun joshi amitav ghosh rohinton
mistry shobha de anita desai and arundhati roy the theoretical framework pertains to the multiculturality and the critical implications of the choice of medium in indian english literature an indispensable source of
fresh and innovative insight into indian english literature a useful supplement to the existing studies of indian literature a fresh perspective for students teachers researchers working in literary theory fiction
studies stylistics and sociology of literature raja rao s kanthapura is one of the finest novels to come out of mid twentieth century india this anthology demonstrates the significance of raja rao s writing in the broader
spectrum of anti colonial postcolonial and diasporic writing in the 20th century in addition to highlighting rao s significant presence in indian writing the volume presents a range of previously unpublished material
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which contextualises rao s work within 20th century modernist postmodernist and postcolonial trends exploring both his fictional and non fictional works reading india in a transnational era engages with issues of
subaltern agency and national belonging authenticity subjectivity internationalism multicultural politics postcolonialism and literary and cultural representation through language and translation a literary volume
that discusses gender and identity on both socio political grounds apart from dealing with rao s linguistic experimentations in a transnational era will be of interest among scholars and researchers of english
postcolonial and world literature cultural theory and asian studies the papers collected in this anthology represent a wide spectrum of critical interests of scholars specialising in indian fiction in english which has of
late established a powerful and pervasive presence on the world literary scene the widely divergent themes of the third generation indian novelists including especially immigrant experience feminist concerns
and gender issues familial social psychological and philosophical problems characterising contemporary indian life and the major debates centred round indian fiction in english besides the innovative techniques have
all been discussed in this volume from refreshingly new perspectives among the contributors to this volume are some of the most respected scholars john thieme england sandra ponzanesi netherlands shaul bassi
italy basavaraj naikar india uma parameswaran canada mary conde england christopher rollason france chandra holm switzerland joel kuortti finland and alessandra contenti italy among the novelists discussed are
salman rushdie shashi deshpande bharati mukherjee vikram seth amitav ghosh and arundhati roy this book considers the novels and short stories of raja rao in terms of the diasporic life of the author among the
earliest of the second wave indian diaspora in the west raja rao employs this unique perspective in most of his works this is the hallmark of his writing however we also discuss the varied human and spiritual
aspects of his work as reflecting his own life his experiences as an indian in a western world but raja rao s writing also counts as postcolonial and postmodern far ahead of any others here or there the book introduces
some of the major areas that students and teachers of english in india should understand in order to follow a scientific approach the suggestions made in the studies and the pedagogical implications should be of much
help to them the book covers many topics that find place in the syllabi of universities the author has discussed in particular some important aspects of indian english the materials in this field are often presented in a
form and language highly specialised the present book however is a collection of simplistic studies and as a book of this kind is difficult to find it is useful in its own way study on the works of raja rao 1909 2006 indo
english novelist with a special reference to kanthapura 2023 24 bsst english language study material solved papers contributed essays on works from africa bangladesh india new zealand and the west indies indian
fiction in english now enjoys a major presence across the world from its humble beginnings in the thirties it has come a long way to emerge as a serious contender to some of the most coveted literary prizes in the
world in terms of popularity and market presence it has experienced phenomenal success in the recent years while it behoves well to celebrate its success and revel in its glory we should also stop to enquire into its
strengths and weaknesses its achievements and failures and its present status and future prospects standing as we do on the threshold of the twenty first century the underlying purpose of indian fiction in english
therefore is to attempt a fairly comprehensive turn of the century stocktaking of indian fiction in english the anthology puts together incisive and highly rated articles on almost all the important indian novelists in
english starting with the three pioneers namely mulk raj anand r k narayan and raja rao it goes on to include perceptive and analytical articles on the second generation novelists such as manohar malgonkar bhabani
bhattacharya arun joshi anita desai ruth prawer jhabvala kamala markandaya and nayantara sahgal and finally it attempts an assessment of the relatively recent entrants into the field like salman rushdie amitav
ghosh bharati mukherjee rukun advani and boman desai among the contributors are some of the most respected scholars in the field of english studies in india k k sharma saros cowasjee alastair niven h h anniah
gowda g s amur ayyappa paniker m sivaramkrishana vasanth a shahane shiv k kumar and s krishna sarma contributed articles the book contains six interesting and useful essays on indian english literature as it
contains several essays on urdu literature and studies where english and urdu have been compared and contrasted the teachers and students of urdu may also benefit from it the book also contains a chapter on the
influence of english on kurmali the book may help to promote further fruitful dis cussion on issues connected with india indian english literature indian languages and contractive analysis intended to serve the
academic needs of the students of english literature the companion is an ultimate literary reference source providing an up to date comprehensive and authoritative biographies of novelists poets playwrights
essayists journalists and critics ranging from literary giants of the past to contemporary writers like peter burnes 1931 2004 anthony powell 1905 2000 patrick o brian 1914 2000 iris murdoch 1919 1999 grace nicholas
1950 and douglas adams 1952 2001 over the last few decades english literary canon has become relatively more extensive and diverse in recognition of the significance of the new literatures in english special
emphasis has been given on the writers of these literatures in addition the indian writers writing in english have been given a prominent place in the book thereby making it particularly useful for the students of
indian english literature the companion is unique of its kind as it gives a broad outline of the story and not merely a brief account of the plot structure of a literary work so as to enable the students to have a fairly
good idea of the story likewise before getting down to the writings of an author the companion provides an invaluable and authoritative biographical note believing that an author s biography facilitates proper
understanding of his her contributions on account of its clear and reliable plot summaries and descriptive entries of major works and literary journals and authentic biographical details the companion is a work of
permanent value it is undoubtedly an indispensable and path breaking handy reference guide for all those interested in literatures in english produced in the united kingdom the united states canada australia africa
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the caribbean india and other countries this is the fourth and final volume in the pioneering series on perspectives on ma or forms of indian english literature edited by professor m k naik following the pattern of
the earlier three volumes this collection also includes two types of essays those evaluating the entire corpus of major fictionists and schools and those attempting intensive textual analyses of outstanding novels like
untoucl ahle the guide the serpent and the rope and midnight s children the final essay on â œthe achievement of indian fiction in english is an attempt to survey the entire field and evaluate the total achievement
in this genre a number of collections of critical essays on indian fiction in english have appeared during recent years but perhaps none of them has the range and depth of this volume the contributors include
distinguished scholars such as k r srinivasa iyengar v a shahane d v k raghavacharyulu premanandakumar and the editor m k naik himself the carefully selective bibliography appended to the volume has further
enhanced its value as a comprehensive collection of incisivse critical studies covering the entire range of indian fiction in english and this series which is now complete easily constitutes a significant landmark in the
ongoing scrutiny of indian english literature the book makes a scholarly attempt to examine the portrayal of south indian culture in thirty seven indian english novels written by seven eminent authors k s
venkataramani k nagarajan k markandaya raja rao r k narayan b rajan and santha rama rau the book evaluates critically the cultural values and assumptions such as the puranas the guru religion bhakti and proverbs
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Kanthapura 2014-08-15

regarded as the first major indian novel in english kanthapura is the story of how gandhi s struggle for independence came to a casteist south indian village young moorthy back from the city brimming with new
ideas seeks to cut across ancient barriers and unite the villagers in non violent action the story emerges through the eyes of a delightful old woman who comments on the villagers actions with sharp eyed wisdom
evoking the spirit of india s traditional folk epics

Raja Rao : Kanthapura 2012

seminar paper from the year 2008 in the subject indology grade 1 7 university of constance language english abstract raja rao s first novel kanthapura presents the crucial historical events of the nineteen thirties the
novel focuses on the villagers of kanthapura who participate in india s struggle for independence in this term paper the features of the novel will be elaborated it will have a good look at the credibility of the novel
kanthapura and at gandhi s influence on the villagers of kanthapura

Raja Rao's Novel Kanthapura - The Example of Uniting Fiction and Reality 2011-03-24

raja rao is an erudite scholar and an ennobling indian novelist in english his sensibility is verily indian and presents a unified vision of life his creditable career as a novelist beginning with his first novel kanthapura
1938 spans over almost more than half a century the novel is a repository of the eventful phases of indian s struggle for independence on gandhian lines the novel merits the distinction of being a paradigmatic text
with the deft handling of myth and history the serpent and the rope 1960 renowned for its metaphysical moorings is a compendium of the indian composite cultural complexities interacting as they do with the
cross cultural and transactional influences the text holds out infinite possibilities for the intending readers set out to undertake a serious study the cat and shakespeare 1965 comrade kirillov 1976 are intact with the
solidity of an inbuilt structural irony and put up an amazing picture in an amusing manner of the piquant situation obtaining all over india in the post independence period soon after the euphoria of independence
struggle ceased to exercise its influence the study being selective is confined to socio cultural aspects of life as reflected in the above texts

Socio-cultural Aspects of Life in the Selected Novels of Raja Rao 1999

contributed articles

Raja Rao's Kanthapura 2007

this volume consists of some of raja rao s short stories extracts of his novels and non fictions substantiated by an understanding of rao s history politics and philosophy

The Best of Raja Rao 1998

this collection of raja rao s short fiction traverses the entire span of his literary career these vibrant stories reveal his deep understanding of village life and his passion for india s freedom struggle and showcase his
experimentation with form and style they range from ones written by a struggling young writer to those of later years displaying a mature stylistic formalism
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Collected Stories 2015-02-24

raja rao is one of the triumvirate of the pioneering indian novelists in english his contribution to the growth of the english novel in india is enormous each one of his novels is a trendsetter kanthapura for instance
demonstrates how the english language can be used to tell a typically indian story without violating the native speech rhythms and his the serpent and the rope gave a new direction to the indian novel in english
by philosophising it his range and vision transcend all barriers he used the fictional medium to portray his patriotic and philosophical concerns in a masterly way in this volume an attempt has been made to assess
raja rao s novels and short stories in terms of his philosophy vision style themes and techniques it is hoped that raja rao scholars across the globe will find the book irresistible

The Fiction of Raja Rao 2001

this collection brings together some of the best and the most recent international scholarship on raja rao word as mantra provides diverse critical as well as personal perspectives on raja rao the writer the teacher the
philosopher and the man commemorating the coming of age of indian english writing

Kanthapura 1971

the book makes an in depth critical study of the fiction of raja rao it makes an illuminating elucidation of all the works of raja rao including kanthapura the serpent and the rope the chessmaster and his moves and on
the ganga ghat and other stories

A Critical Study of Raja Rao's Kanthapura 2013

the present book follows raja rao s journey as a sadhaka through his fictional world basing each novel on a metaphysical principle the author traces rao s voyage to a nameless state a bliss or union with the divine

Word as Mantra 1998

essays

The Novels of Raja Rao 1992

raja rao b 1909 indo english novelist

Raja Rao's Novels 2005

the book presents raja rao s fic tional world from a refreshingly new perspective it offers a compre hensive account of the philosophi cal content in his novels and traces the patterns of interaction between indian
metaphysical tradition and the culture of the west dr dayal shows how raja rao has developed his vedantic tantric weltenschauung through absorption of similar motifs propounded by certain prominent western
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writers the study of this twin insemination dealt in depth and subtlety makes a significant contribution to indo english scho larship

The Meaning of India 1996

contributed articles on 20th century english fiction

Raja Rao: A Study Of His Themes And Technique 2005

indian english literature has established its credentials all over the world still some pointed posers concerning the impact of multiculturality and the choice of english as a medium on the warp and woof of indian
english literature have to be confronted and analysed threadbare not merely in theory but also through the elucidation of some key texts from this perspective the present volume is devoted to this critical
endeavour the volume comprises scholarly studies of the works of kamala das mulk raj anand raja rao arun joshi amitav ghosh rohinton mistry shobha de anita desai and arundhati roy the theoretical framework
pertains to the multiculturality and the critical implications of the choice of medium in indian english literature an indispensable source of fresh and innovative insight into indian english literature a useful
supplement to the existing studies of indian literature a fresh perspective for students teachers researchers working in literary theory fiction studies stylistics and sociology of literature

Raja Rao 1991

raja rao s kanthapura is one of the finest novels to come out of mid twentieth century india

Perspectives on Indian English Fiction 2006

this anthology demonstrates the significance of raja rao s writing in the broader spectrum of anti colonial postcolonial and diasporic writing in the 20th century in addition to highlighting rao s significant presence in
indian writing the volume presents a range of previously unpublished material which contextualises rao s work within 20th century modernist postmodernist and postcolonial trends exploring both his fictional and
non fictional works reading india in a transnational era engages with issues of subaltern agency and national belonging authenticity subjectivity internationalism multicultural politics postcolonialism and literary and
cultural representation through language and translation a literary volume that discusses gender and identity on both socio political grounds apart from dealing with rao s linguistic experimentations in a
transnational era will be of interest among scholars and researchers of english postcolonial and world literature cultural theory and asian studies

Indian Writings in English 2000

the papers collected in this anthology represent a wide spectrum of critical interests of scholars specialising in indian fiction in english which has of late established a powerful and pervasive presence on the world
literary scene the widely divergent themes of the third generation indian novelists including especially immigrant experience feminist concerns and gender issues familial social psychological and philosophical
problems characterising contemporary indian life and the major debates centred round indian fiction in english besides the innovative techniques have all been discussed in this volume from refreshingly new
perspectives among the contributors to this volume are some of the most respected scholars john thieme england sandra ponzanesi netherlands shaul bassi italy basavaraj naikar india uma parameswaran canada mary
conde england christopher rollason france chandra holm switzerland joel kuortti finland and alessandra contenti italy among the novelists discussed are salman rushdie shashi deshpande bharati mukherjee vikram
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seth amitav ghosh and arundhati roy

Kanthapura 1963

this book considers the novels and short stories of raja rao in terms of the diasporic life of the author among the earliest of the second wave indian diaspora in the west raja rao employs this unique perspective in most
of his works this is the hallmark of his writing however we also discuss the varied human and spiritual aspects of his work as reflecting his own life his experiences as an indian in a western world but raja rao s
writing also counts as postcolonial and postmodern far ahead of any others here or there

Perspectives on Raja Rao 1982

the book introduces some of the major areas that students and teachers of english in india should understand in order to follow a scientific approach the suggestions made in the studies and the pedagogical
implications should be of much help to them the book covers many topics that find place in the syllabi of universities the author has discussed in particular some important aspects of indian english the materials in
this field are often presented in a form and language highly specialised the present book however is a collection of simplistic studies and as a book of this kind is difficult to find it is useful in its own way

Indian Literature in English 2002

study on the works of raja rao 1909 2006 indo english novelist with a special reference to kanthapura

Reading India in a Transnational Era 2021-08-12

2023 24 bsst english language study material solved papers

Studies in Indian English Fiction 2001

contributed essays on works from africa bangladesh india new zealand and the west indies

Studies in Indian Writing in English 2000

indian fiction in english now enjoys a major presence across the world from its humble beginnings in the thirties it has come a long way to emerge as a serious contender to some of the most coveted literary prizes
in the world in terms of popularity and market presence it has experienced phenomenal success in the recent years while it behoves well to celebrate its success and revel in its glory we should also stop to enquire
into its strengths and weaknesses its achievements and failures and its present status and future prospects standing as we do on the threshold of the twenty first century the underlying purpose of indian fiction in
english therefore is to attempt a fairly comprehensive turn of the century stocktaking of indian fiction in english the anthology puts together incisive and highly rated articles on almost all the important indian
novelists in english starting with the three pioneers namely mulk raj anand r k narayan and raja rao it goes on to include perceptive and analytical articles on the second generation novelists such as manohar
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malgonkar bhabani bhattacharya arun joshi anita desai ruth prawer jhabvala kamala markandaya and nayantara sahgal and finally it attempts an assessment of the relatively recent entrants into the field like salman
rushdie amitav ghosh bharati mukherjee rukun advani and boman desai among the contributors are some of the most respected scholars in the field of english studies in india k k sharma saros cowasjee alastair niven
h h anniah gowda g s amur ayyappa paniker m sivaramkrishana vasanth a shahane shiv k kumar and s krishna sarma

Indian Ethos and Western Encounter in Raja Rao's Fiction 2023-01-29

contributed articles

English Language Teaching In IndiaProblems And Issues 1998

the book contains six interesting and useful essays on indian english literature as it contains several essays on urdu literature and studies where english and urdu have been compared and contrasted the teachers and
students of urdu may also benefit from it the book also contains a chapter on the influence of english on kurmali the book may help to promote further fruitful dis cussion on issues connected with india indian
english literature indian languages and contractive analysis

Kanthapura 1996

intended to serve the academic needs of the students of english literature the companion is an ultimate literary reference source providing an up to date comprehensive and authoritative biographies of novelists
poets playwrights essayists journalists and critics ranging from literary giants of the past to contemporary writers like peter burnes 1931 2004 anthony powell 1905 2000 patrick o brian 1914 2000 iris murdoch 1919
1999 grace nicholas 1950 and douglas adams 1952 2001 over the last few decades english literary canon has become relatively more extensive and diverse in recognition of the significance of the new literatures in
english special emphasis has been given on the writers of these literatures in addition the indian writers writing in english have been given a prominent place in the book thereby making it particularly useful for
the students of indian english literature the companion is unique of its kind as it gives a broad outline of the story and not merely a brief account of the plot structure of a literary work so as to enable the students to
have a fairly good idea of the story likewise before getting down to the writings of an author the companion provides an invaluable and authoritative biographical note believing that an author s biography facilitates
proper understanding of his her contributions on account of its clear and reliable plot summaries and descriptive entries of major works and literary journals and authentic biographical details the companion is a
work of permanent value it is undoubtedly an indispensable and path breaking handy reference guide for all those interested in literatures in english produced in the united kingdom the united states canada
australia africa the caribbean india and other countries

Raja Rao 2007-01-01

this is the fourth and final volume in the pioneering series on perspectives on ma or forms of indian english literature edited by professor m k naik following the pattern of the earlier three volumes this collection
also includes two types of essays those evaluating the entire corpus of major fictionists and schools and those attempting intensive textual analyses of outstanding novels like untoucl ahle the guide the serpent and
the rope and midnight s children the final essay on â œthe achievement of indian fiction in english is an attempt to survey the entire field and evaluate the total achievement in this genre a number of collections of
critical essays on indian fiction in english have appeared during recent years but perhaps none of them has the range and depth of this volume the contributors include distinguished scholars such as k r srinivasa
iyengar v a shahane d v k raghavacharyulu premanandakumar and the editor m k naik himself the carefully selective bibliography appended to the volume has further enhanced its value as a comprehensive
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collection of incisivse critical studies covering the entire range of indian fiction in english and this series which is now complete easily constitutes a significant landmark in the ongoing scrutiny of indian english
literature

Indian Writing in English 2006

the book makes a scholarly attempt to examine the portrayal of south indian culture in thirty seven indian english novels written by seven eminent authors k s venkataramani k nagarajan k markandaya raja rao r k
narayan b rajan and santha rama rau the book evaluates critically the cultural values and assumptions such as the puranas the guru religion bhakti and proverbs

Raja Rao 1972

English Language Study Material & Solved Papers 2006

Critical Essays on Commonwealth Literature 1999

Indian Fiction in English 2005

Indian English Literature 1996

Language and Literature 2008-10-20

Outlook 2007-09

The Atlantic Companion to Literature in English 2000
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Indian Novelists in English 1985

Perspectives on Indian Fiction in English 1997

Kanthapura to Malgudi
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